
Helping Expedite Implementation 
of Quadient Interactive Empowers 
Johnson & Quin’s Customers

Executive Summary

BelWo helped Johnson and Quin (J&Q) by building and 
implementing a solution design for complex Interactive 
applications that will be easy to maintain and support

This case study focuses on building and 
implementing a solution design for complex 
Interactive applications for a leading direct 
mail services provider in Chicago, by BelWo. 
We started this engagement with a thorough 
assessment of customer needs and their 
business requirements along with the 
assessment of their existing platform and 
systems. After the analysis, we proposed a 
solution design for the customer to handle 
more than 100 letters with one or two Master 
Templates. Also proposed to them was a 
Quadient Interactive proof of concept (POC) 
with the implementation of a solution for a 
few letters in different languages (English 
and Spanish). Our solution design helped 
the customers in easy future maintenance & 
support of the applications.
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BelWo was able to look at the 
complicated grid of these 
100-plus letters and absorb 
our vision of how J&Q wanted 
to build the dynamic content 
design and give our customers 
the ability to author, proof 
and approve their campaigns. 
The BelWo team offered the 
necessary expertise to improve 
on our initial design as well as 
expedite implementation with 
a collaborative approach that 
worked in sync with J&Q’s 
vision.



About the Company

Johnson and Quin first opened its doors in 1876 in Chicago when Nels Johnson founded the N.M. Johnson 
Company. The company manages many ongoing targeted direct marketing programs that involve highly 
personalized versions for each recipient. Using sophisticated software and programming along with high-
tech, fast and efficient production equipment, J&Q produces millions of personalized integrated marketing 
campaigns each month for some of the biggest brands.

Business Requirement

As J&Q grew, the company invested in the latest color inkjet 
technologies and software to adopt a white paper factory (WPF) 
environment which allowed for an end-to-end integrated print and 
mail approach. 

“Sophisticated direct mail campaigns often involved changes, which 
means a cycle of internal and customer approvals.” said Manish Haria, 
VP, CISO, CIO for J&Q. “While our detailed approval process ensured 
accuracy, it added to the time to go into production, which in the end 
added time to market. We needed a new approach.”

J&Q decided to invest in Quadient Inspire Interactive, a web-based, 
self-service portal that would make it possible to offer clients the 
ability to create, edit, proof and instantly deploy changes to their own 
campaigns. After architecting the migration for the first large scale 
interactive project, Haria recognized the need for additional expertise 
for implementation of solution. 

Key Client 
Deliverables

•  Custom Interactive 
applications with modular 
components: Blocks

•  Templates

•  Snippet

•  Display Rules

•  Data Masters, Style Master 
and Master Templates 
WFDs

•  Approval Process

•  Email Setup

The Solution

Having worked with BelWo previously, and knowing their expertise with Quadient, Haria reached out to BelWo. 

With time to market being a critical success factor, BelWo quickly aligned with J&Q technical leaders and 

formalized the system architecture. BelWo team worked to consolidate and optimize the content of more than 

100 personalized templates into more manageable blocks and clean up the content inventory. This laid the 

groundwork for future implementations that make it possible for J&Q’s clients to directly make content changes 

through a web browser. An initial portal with rule-based templates for the letters with proper permissions and 

data security built-in was implemented, ensuring clients could  be guided safely through the change process 

using pull-down selection lists and checkboxes.



Design Challenges

The results

Tech Stack Implemented

BelWo experts processed the company’s requirement and implemented a solution design with the following 
challenges: 

After successful development & implementation of the solution, the 
client started seeing benefits such as:

“We look for a partner that is not 
only experts at what they do, but 
also has our best interest in heart, 
not necessarily just selling their 
services,” said Haria. “Second to that, 
we determine if there is synergy 
between our technologies and our 
approach and if their expertise and 
depth of staff can help us better fulfill 
our promise to our customers. BelWo 
is that partner.”

•  Easy future maintenance & support of the application
•  Reduction in “Production Move” by upto  50 %
•  Optimized application with all the display rules
•  Easy content modification
•  Accommodation of  any change request from a customer with a 

tight timeline
•  Cost saving through implementing Interactive development 

services by BelWo’s globally diversified  development centres

To improve and enrich the entire implementation 
process, BelWo has partnered with Quadient to 
provide an entire suite of solutions that give J&Q 
a competitive edge in the market challenges: 

Conditional Interactive Flows 
for addressing variances like 
non-standard logo positions 
in a group of otherwise related 
communications.

 Maintainable single WFD design for 
a complex use case with barcode 
settings, backer images, 7 to 8 
blocks per template with numerous 
Display Rules per block.

 Automated Documentation of 
Interactive / ICM components 
used for better maintenance 
of code and QA by non-
development team.

Interactive First Match Block 
implementation for handling 
up to 20 different content 
variations per block.

 Multiple fixes, validations and 
alternative suggestions for end 
customer supplied requirements 
to achive the overall business 
objectives.

 Customized Interactive 
Approval process with group 
permissions and email alerts 
to cater to a covid related 
realities of work from home.

• Quadient Interactive

•  Quadient ICMQuadient Inspire 
Designer
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